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Topcon Introduces the IS-5000* Instrument Stand
to Canada and Latin American Markets
OAKLAND, NJ, February 21, 2014 – Topcon Medical Systems (TMS) of Oakland, NJ
announces the introduction of the new IS-5000 Instrument Stand to the eye care markets
in Canada and Latin America.
The Topcon IS-5000 Instrument Stand is a compact
mid-sized instrument stand at an affordable price. An
illuminated membrane control panel makes it easy to
operate in darkened environments and provides full
control of the stand and chair functions. The innovative
design brings the control panel and the three charging
wells down towards the user, facilitating their reach.
Its down-only locking
mechanism enhances
patient comfort, and
allows for effortless
storage between exams.
The IS-5000 Instrument Stand can be used with any of the models of the Topcon Signature
Series ophthalmic chairs. The convenient auto-voltage control board automatically adjusts
power based on local electrical power standards.

*Not available for sale in the U.S.
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The Topcon IS-5000 Instrument Stand will replace the present CS-4 unit which
will be discontinued after its release.

For more information on the IS-5000 Instrument Stand or Topcon in general, please visit
www.topconmedical.com.

About Topcon Medical Systems, Inc.
Based in Oakland, NJ, Topcon Medical Systems (TMS) is a leader and technical innovator in
the field of ophthalmic instrumentation. For more than 40 years, TMS has offered the most
complete and technically advanced line of ophthalmic equipment in the U.S. marketplace.
This equipment comprises the largest selection of precision ophthalmic and optical
instruments from one manufacturer, providing a complete range of products for general
and specialized applications. TMS manages ophthalmic dealer sales, corporate and
government sales. TMS is a division of Topcon America Corporation, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Topcon Corporation of Tokyo, Japan.
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